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A few equalities involving integrals of the logarithm of the Riemann ς -
function and equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis II 
 
Sergey K. Sekatskii, Stefano Beltraminelli, and Danilo Merlini 
 
Abstract. This paper is a continuation of our recent paper with the same 
title, arXiv:0806.1596v1 [math.NT], where a number of integral 
equalities involving integrals of the logarithm of the Riemann ς -function 
were introduced and it was shown that some of them are equivalent to the 
Riemann hypothesis. A few new equalities of this type are established; 
contrary to the preceding paper the focus now is on integrals involving the 
argument of the Riemann function (imaginary part of logarithm) rather than 
the logarithm of its module (real part of logarithm). Preliminary results of 
the numerical research performed using these equalities to test the Riemann 
hypothesis are presented. Our integral equalities, together with the equalities 
given in the previous paper, include all earlier known criteria of this kind, 
viz. Wang, Volchkov and Balazard-Saias-Yor criteria, which are certain 
particular cases of the general approach proposed.  
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1. Introduction 
In a recent paper [1] we analyzed integrals of the type ∫
∞
+
+
0
22
|)(|ln dt
ta
itbς  
(a, b real positive) and established a number of equalities equivalent to the 
Riemann Hypothesis (RH; here )(zς  is Riemann zeta-function, see e.g. [2] 
for definitions and discussion of the general properties of this function). Our 
main idea was to introduce the function 22 )(
1)(
bza
zg −−=  and consider a 
contour integral ∫
C
dzzgz )())(ln(ς  taken around the rectangular contour C with 
the vertices iXXbiXXbiXbiXb −++++− ,,, .  On the left border of the 
contour, that is on the line z=b+it, this integral takes the required form 
∫
− +
+−
X
X
dt
ta
itbi 22
))(ln(ς  and it is not difficult to demonstrate [1, 3] that the integrals 
taken along the external lines of the contour tend to zero when ∞→X . Then 
the analysis of the contour integrals using the residue and (generalized) 
Littlewood theorems [1, 4] give required results.  
In this short note we analyze, along the same lines, the integrals 
∫∞ ++ +0 2222 ))((
))(arg( dt
tdtc
itbt ς , ∫∞ + +0 222 )(
))(arg( dt
ta
itbt ς , which involve an argument of the 
Riemann ς –function rather than the logarithm of its module, and establish a 
few other equalities equivalent to the RH.  
 
1. Integral equalities involving an argument of the Riemann ς - function 
2.1 Integrals ∫∞ ++ +0 2222 ))((
))(arg( dt
tdtc
itbt ς  
Let us consider the same contour C, introduce the function 
))()()((
)( 2222 bzdbzc
bzizg −−−−
−−= , where b>-2 is real (with this choice we 
simply want to avoid unnecessary complications with the trivial Riemann 
zeroes), dc ≠  real positive, and consider the contour integral ∫
C
dzzgz )())(ln(ς . 
Again, the disappearance of the integral taken along the external lines of the 
contour is certain while on the left border of the contour, that is on the line 
z=b+it, it takes the form ∫∞
∞− ++
+− dt
tdtc
itbti
))((
))(ln(
2222
ς . Function  
))((
)( 2222 tdtc
ttg ++=  is an odd function of t as well as the function 
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))(arg( itb +ς  while the function |)((|ln itb +ς  is even. Thus we have that the 
contour integral now reduces to the form ∫∞ ++ +0 2222 ))((
))(arg(2 dt
tdtc
itbt ς . Throughout 
the paper, similarly to our earlier paper [1], we consider the value of 
))(arg( itb +ς  obtained by continuous variation along the straight lines joining 
the points 2, 2+it, b+it starting from the value 0, cf. [2] P. 212. 
 In the interior of the contour we have simple poles at 
dbzcbz +=+= ,  and, if b<1, also a single pole of the Riemann function at 
z=1. If b<1, in the interior of the contour we also can have a number of 
zeroes of the Riemann function, and we definitely have an infinite number of 
them if b<1/2. The contribution of the poles of g(z) to the contour integral 
value is, by a residue theorem, equal to 
|
)(
)(|ln
)(
|))(|ln
)(2
1|)(|ln
)(2
1(2 222222 cb
db
cd
cb
cd
idb
dc
ii +
+
−=+−++− ς
ςπςςπ . The 
corresponding contribution of the pole of the Riemann function is, according 
to the generalized Littlewood theorem [1], for b<1 and 1,1 ≠+≠+ dbcb , 
equal to 
|
))1((
))1((|ln|||ln
))((
2
))()()((
2
222
222
22
1
022
22
22
1
0
2222
1
2222
dbc
cbd
cddp
cp
dc
dp
dpcp
pdz
bzdbzc
bzii
b
b
b
−−
−−
−=−
−
−
=−−=−−−−
−−
−
−∫∫
ππ
ππ
   
Analogously, the order n zero of the Riemann function kk it+=σρ , for kb σ< , 
contributes 
)ln|
)(2)(
)(2)(|(ln|||ln 22
22
222
222
2222
22
22
k
k
kkkk
kkkkitb
it tc
td
bittbc
bittbd
dc
n
pc
pd
dc
n
kk
k +
+−−−+−−
−−+−−
−=−
−
−
+−
σσ
σσππ σ
 to the contour integral value.  
Collecting everything together, we have the following equality: for  
-2<b<1 
=++
+∫∞
0
2222 ))((
))(arg( dt
tdtc
itbt ς |
)(
)(|ln
)(2 22 cb
db
cd +
+
− ς
ςπ −−−
−−
−+ |))1((
))1((|ln
)(2 222
222
22 dbc
cbd
cd
π
|)|ln2|
)(4))((
)(4))((|(ln
)(2 22
22
0,,
222222
222222
22
k
k
tb kkkk
kkkk
tc
td
bttbc
bttbd
cd
kk
+
+−−++−−
−++−−
− ∑ >>σρ σσ
σσπ  (1). 
The sum here is taken over all zeroes kk it+=σρ  with kb σ<  taken into 
account their multiplicities; when obtaining (1) we paired the contributions 
of the complex conjugate zeroes kk it±=σρ  hence 0>kt . The convergence of 
this sum is guaranteed by the well known properties of the Riemann function 
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zeroes distribution [2]. Of course, for 1>b  we have simply 
=++
+∫∞
0
2222 ))((
))(arg( dt
tdtc
itbt ς |
)(
)(|ln
)(2 22 cb
db
cd +
+
− ς
ςπ . 
 Now let us take 2/1≥b  and rewrite the contribution of the Riemann 
function zero ∫
+−
−−−=
kk
k
itb
it pdpc
pdpI
σ
ρ π ))((2 2222  in somewhat different form. 
We can use the variable change kitpq +=  to get  
∫
−
−+−−+−
+−=
b
kkkk
k
k
dq
iqttqdiqttqc
itq
I
σ
ρ π
0
222222 )2)(2(
2/  from which it 
immediately follows that the real part of this integral is an integral of the 
expression  
)4))((4)((
)(24))((
222222222222
222222223222222
kkkk
kkkkkk
tqtqdtqtqc
tqctqdqttqtqdtqcq
++−++−
+−++−−−+−+−− = 
)4))((4)((
)()(23
222222222222
42222222224
kkkk
kk
tqtqdtqtqc
qdcdcqdcqttq ++−++−
+++−++−−− .  
By our choice of b we have 2/10 <≤ q  (all Riemann zeroes lye in the critical 
strip), and this is known that Riemann zeroes with 2/1>kσ , if they exist, 
have very large values of the imaginary part. Hence, provided c and d are 
not very large, the sign of this expression is certainly positive: it suffices that 
min,3, ktdc ≤ . It is announced by X. Gourdon and P. Demichel that the first 
1013 Riemann zeroes have 2/1=kσ  (see 
http://numbers.computation.free.fr/Constants/Miscellaneous/zetazeros1e13-
1e24.pdf), but apparently a corresponding paper was never properly 
published. Based on Ref. [5], there are no such zeroes for 
t<545,439,823.215 hence we can safely take 8104.9, ⋅≤dc  and formulate the 
following 
 
THEOREM 1. An equality 
 =++
+∫∞
0
2222 ))((
))(arg( dt
tdtc
itbt ς |
))1((
))1((|ln
)(2
|
)(
)(|ln
)(2 222
222
2222 dbc
cbd
cdcb
db
cd −−
−−
−++
+
−
π
ς
ςπ  (2), 
where b, c, d are real positive numbers such that 8104.9, ⋅≤dc , dc ≠ , 
1,1 ≠+≠+ dbcb  and 2/11 ≥> b , holds true for some b if and only if there are 
no Riemann function zeroes with b>σ . For b=1/2 this equality is equivalent 
to the Riemann hypothesis.  
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 As an example one can take b=1/2, c=3/2, d=7/2 and then in view of 
90/)4(,6/)2( 42 πςπς ==  obtain the following rather elegant criterion 
equivalent to RH: 
   =++
+∫∞
0
22 )4/49)(4/9(
))2/1(arg( dt
tt
itt ς )49/54ln(
20
)
)2(
)4(ln(
20
π
ς
ςπ +  )245/18ln(
20
2ππ=    (3). 
This equality has been tested numerically, see below. 
 The case 1=+ cb  or 1=+ db  actually does not create any problem 
because the corresponding limit is quite transparent. Let 1=+ db . After the 
substitution  δ+=+ 1db  and, correspondingly, )22()1( 22 δδ +−=−− bbd  into 
 |
))1((
))1((|ln
)(2
|
)(
)(|ln
)(2 222
222
2222 dbc
cbd
cdcb
db
cd −−
−−
−++
+
−
π
ς
ςπ  and rearrangement, it 
takes the form 
|))22()1(ln(|
)(2
|)/))1(()(ln(|
)(2 22
2222
22 δδδςπςπ +−⋅+−+−−⋅+−− bcdcdbccbcd
In the first term one can simply put d=1-b. For the second term, using the 
Laurent expansion of the Riemann function in the vicinity of z=1: 
...1)1( ++=+ γδδς (γ  is the Euler constant), we have that for 0→δ  
|))1(2()1(ln(| 2δδδς +−⋅+ b  tends to ))1(2ln( b−  hence 
=+−+
+∫∞
0
2222 ))1)(((
))(arg( dt
tbtc
itbt ς +−−−+−− |2
)1)()1()((|ln
))1((2 2
22
22 c
bbccb
bc
ςπ   
))1(ln2
)(4))((
)(4))()1(((ln
))1((2 22
22
0,,
222222
222222
22
k
k
tb kkkk
kkkk
tc
tb
bttbc
bttbb
bc
kk
+
+−−−++−−
−++−−−
−− ∑ >>σρ σσ
σσπ   (4). 
The sum is again over all zeroes kk it+=σρ  with kb σ<  taken into account 
their multiplicities. 
 Analogously as above, we have  
THEOREM 1a. An equality 
 =+−+
+∫∞
0
2222 ))1)(((
))(arg( dt
tbtc
itbt ς |
2
)1)()1()((|ln
))1((2 2
22
22 c
bbccb
bc
−−−+
−−
ςπ   (5) 
where b, c are real positive numbers such that 8104.9 ⋅≤c , 1≠+ cb  and 
2/11 ≥> b , holds true for some b if and only if there are no Riemann function 
zeroes with b>σ . For b=1/2 this equality is equivalent to the Riemann 
hypothesis.  
As an illustration, we can take, for example, b=1/2, c=3/2 and then in 
view of 6/)2( 2πς =  obtain another rather elegant equality equivalent to RH: 
=++
+∫∞
0
22 )4/1)(4/9(
))2/1(arg( dt
tt
itt ς )
27
ln(
4
2ππ     (6)  
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This equality also has been tested numerically. 
 
2.2 Integrals ∫∞ + +0 222 )(
))(arg( dt
ta
itbt ς  
 The case of the integrals ∫∞ + +0 222 )(
))(arg( dt
ta
itbt ς  is considered similarly 
introducing the function 222 ))((
)(
bza
bzizg −−
−−=  and analyzing the contour 
integral ∫
C
dzzgz )())(ln(ς  taken round the same contour C. Now in the interior 
of the contour we have the pole of the second order at z=a+b which, 
according to the residue theorem, contributes 
)(
)('
2
|))(ln(
)(
2 2 ba
ba
a
z
bza
bzi
dz
di abz +
+=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+
−− += ς
ςπςπ  to the contour integral value. 
For b<1, 1≠+ ba  we have also the contribution of the simple pole of the 
Riemann function at the point z=1 equal to 
)1
)1(
1(|1
)(
2
))((
2 222
1
022
1
0
222
1
222 abapa
dp
pa
pdz
bza
bzii b
b
b
−−−=−=−=−−
−− −
−∫∫ ππππ . 
Similarly, the contribution of an order n Riemann zero kk it+=σρ  for kb σ<  
is equal to )1
)(
1(| 222222
kkk
itb
it taitba
n
pa
nI kk
k +−+−−−=−−=
+−
σππ
σ
ρ . Pairing the 
contributions of complex conjugate zeroes we have 
])(4))()[((
))(3()(
2
)
)(4))((
)(1(2
22222222
2222
222222
222
22*
bttbata
batb
n
bttba
tba
ta
nII
kkkkk
kkk
kkkk
kk
k
−++−−+
−+−−
=−++−−
+−−−+=+
σσ
σσπ
σσ
σπρρ
 
Again, taking min,3 kta ≤  suffices to ensure the same signs of all Riemann 
function zero contributions.  
 
Thus, combining everything together, we obtain the following 
equality: for -2<b<1, 1≠+ ba  
∫∞ + +0 222 )(
))(arg( dt
ta
itbt ς = ++
+
)(
)('
4 ba
ba
a ς
ςπ +−−− )
1
)1(
1(
2 222 aba
π  (7) 
∑
>> ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−++−−
+−−−+0,, 222222
222
22 )(4))((
)(1
kk tb kkkk
kk
k bttba
tba
taσρ σσ
σπ  
and the following 
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THEOREM 2. An equality 
 ∫∞ + +0 222 )(
))(arg( dt
ta
itbt ς = ++
+
)(
)('
4 ba
ba
a ς
ςπ )1
)1(
1(
2 222 aba
−−−
π   (8) 
where a, b are real positive, 1≠+ ba , 8104.9 ⋅≤a  and 2/11 ≥> b , holds true 
for some b if and only if there are no Riemann function zeroes with b>σ . 
For b=1/2 this equality is equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis.  
 
Again, the case of 1=+ ba  is a transparent limit of above expressions 
for δ+=+ 1ba , 0→δ . Using the same Laurent expansion we obtain that 
)1(
)1('
4 δς
δςπ
+
+
a
 tends to ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +− γδ
π 1
4a
 while 22 )(
1
2 δ
π
−− aa  tends to ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +
aa 2
11
4 δ
π . 
This enables us to write the following equality: for -2<b<1, 
∫∞ +− +0 222 ))1((
))(arg( dt
tb
itbt ς = ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−− )1(2
3
)1(4 bb
γπ +
∑
>> ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−++−−−
+−−−−+−0,, 222222
222
22 )(4))()1((
)()1(
)1(
1
kk tb kkkk
kk
k bttbb
tbb
tbσρ σσ
σπ    (9) 
and the following 
THEOREM 2a. An equality  
∫∞ +− +0 222 ))1((
))(arg( dt
tb
itbt ς = ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−− )1(2
3
)1(4 bb
γπ     (10),  
where b is real 12/1 <≤ b , holds true for some b if and only if there are no 
Riemann function zeroes with b>σ . For b=1/2 this equality is equivalent to 
the Riemann hypothesis.  
It is instructive to obtain the results of this Section in a different way. 
Let us first integrate ∫∞ + +0 222 )(
))(ln(2 dt
ta
itbt ς  by parts: 
dt
itb
itb
ta
iitb
ta
dt
ta
itbt ∫∫ ∞∞∞ ++++++−=+ + 0 220220 222 )(
)('1|))(ln(1
)(
))(ln(2 ς
ςςς . Thus we obtain 
for the real part ∫∫ ∞∞ +++−=+ + 0 2220 222 ))(
)('Im(1|)(|ln
)(
|))(ln(|2 dt
itb
itb
taa
bdt
ta
itbt
ς
ςςς  and for 
imaginary part 
 ∫∫ ∞∞ ++++−=+ + 0 2220 222 ))(
)('Re(1
)(
))(arg(2 dt
itb
itb
taa
dt
ta
itbt
ς
ςπς   (11) 
for b<1 and ∫∫ ∞∞ +++=+ + 0 220 222 ))(
)('Re(1
)(
))(arg(2 dt
itb
itb
ta
dt
ta
itbt
ς
ςς  for b>1. Let for a 
moment 1/2<b<1, 1≠+ ba  and suppose that RH holds true. Then we can use 
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the equality from Theorem 2 of our previous Note [1] 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
+−
−++=+
+∫∞
∞−
|
1
)1)((|ln|))(ln(| 22 ba
babadt
ta
itba ςς
π  and obtain by differentiating by b: 
1
1
1
1
)(
)('
)(
)('Re1 22 +−−−+++
+=+
+
+∫
∞
∞− bababa
badt
itb
itb
ta
a
ς
ς
ς
ς
π  (12) 
Substituting (12) into (11) we get the following equality  
1
1
1
1
)(
)('2
)(
))(arg(22
0
222 +−−−+++
++−=+
+∫∞ bababa baadtta itbta ςςςπ   (13). 
In the general case, if b<1 we should add also the contributions of the 
Riemann function zeroes which now are given by the derivatives of  
∑
> ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+−
+−+
b kk
kk
k
itba
itba
db
d
σ σ
σ ||ln   by b; see [1]. Performing calculations and pairing 
the complex conjugate zeroes we get, of course, the equality (7). 
 
REMARK 1. In view of 22
22
222222 ln)(2
1
))(( tc
td
dctdtc
tdt
+
+
−=++∫ , similar 
approach apparently might be used to handle the integrals 
∫
∞
++
+
0
2222 ))((
))(arg( dt
tdtc
itbt ς . However, as it follows from above, to do this we need 
first to analyze the integrals ∫
∞
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+
++
0
22
22
ln|)(|ln dt
tc
tditbς , where it is not clear 
how to proceed. Hence for such a case only the direct approach taken above 
is appropriate.  
 
2. Integral equalities between integrals over the real axis and over 
the line z=b+it 
In recent paper [1] we showed that all equalities and theorems of the 
type considered can be reformulated to explore the function ))1()(ln( −⋅ zzς  
rather than ))(ln( zς . That is, for the case in hand we should consider integrals 
∫
∞
++
−+⋅+
0
2222 ))((
))1()(arg( dt
tdtc
itbitbt ς , ∫
∞
+
−+⋅+
0
222 )(
))1()(arg( dt
ta
itbitbt ς  and like. Such a 
modification kills the simple pole of the Riemann function occurring at z=1, 
hence the resulting relations are simply in certain aspects. We will not 
pursue this line of research in full in the current paper and will consider only 
one example, viz. the contour integral dz
zz
zzzi
C
∫ − −⋅−− 22 )1( ))1()(ln()2/1( ς  where in 
the contour b=1/2. On the left border of the contour the integral takes the 
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form ∫∞
∞− +
+−⋅+− dt
t
ititti 22 )4/1(
))2/1()2/1(ln(ς  hence it is a full analogue of integrals 
from eqs. (9, 10) when b=1/2. An analysis using the Laurent expansion of 
the Riemann function in the vicinity of the point z=1, ...))1(ln( +=⋅+ γδδδς , 
readily shows that in the interior of the contour now we have only one 
simple pole at z=1 with a residue equal to 2/γi− , hence Cauchy theorem 
gives πγς =−
−⋅−− ∫ dzzz zzziC 22 )1(
))1()(ln()2/1( . Now, repeating [1] we introduce a 
“semi-contour” C’’’ (see Fig. 1) which “semi-indents” the point z=1 thus 
obtaining for the imaginary part of the integrals: 
 
0
)1(
|))1()(ln(|)2/1(
)4/1(
|))2/1()2/1(ln(|
2/1
22
0
22 =−
−⋅−−+
+−⋅+− ∫∫ ∞∞ dxxx xxxidtt ititti ςς , that is  
dx
xx
xxxdt
t
ititt ∫∫ ∞∞ − −⋅−=+ +−⋅+− 2/1 220 22 )1(
|))1()(ln(|)2/1(
)4/1(
|))2/1()2/1(ln(| ςς  (14). 
Here the integral dx
xx
xxx∫∞ − −⋅−2/1 22 )1(
|))1()(ln(|)2/1( ς  is understood as a principal 
Cauchy value, that is 
=−
−⋅−∫∞ dxxx xxx2/1 22 )1(
|))1()(ln(|)2/1( ς +−
−⋅−∫−→ dxxx xxx
ε
ε
ς1
2/1
220 )1(
|))1()(ln(|)2/1((lim
)
)1(
|))1()(ln(|)2/1(
1
22 dxxx
xxx∫∞
+ −
−⋅−
ε
ς . 
Relation (14) contains integrals only of the logarithm of the modulus of the 
Riemann function, and thus is rather suitable for the numerical study, see 
below.  
On the other hand, if RH is false, each Riemann zero kk it+σ  with 
2/1>kσ  contributes 
2222222 )2/1(4))2/1(4/1(
)1(2))
4/1
1
)2/1(4/1
1(Im(
kkkk
kk
kkk tt
tn
tit
n −+−−+
−−=+−+−−− σσ
σπ
σπ  
(see the analysis of the integral ∫∞ + +0 222 )(
))(arg( dt
ta
itbt ς  above) to the integral value. 
All these contributions for 0>kt  have the same sign, and hence (14) is 
equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis. 
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REMARK 2. This same hint with introducing the semi-contour C’’’, first 
proposed by us in [1], can be repeated for other equalities of the paper thus 
leading to a number of relations similar to (14), that is connecting integrals 
of the logarithm of the modulus of the Riemann function along the real semi-
axis and half of the vertical line z=b+it. We will not pursue this line of the 
research here. 
 
4. Interpretation of above integrals as certain sums over the Riemann 
function zeroes. Analysis of Volchkov criterion  
Our above equalities involve integrals containing the function 
))(arg( itb +ς  as a factor under the integral sign. In particular, for b=1/2 we 
have a factor ))2/1(arg( it+ς . But this is well known that this same factor is 
exactly the “non-trivial” part of an expression describing the number of the 
Riemann function zeroes lying in the critical strip and having the imaginary 
part t<x:  
))2/1(arg(1)
24
1(lnIm1
2
ln1)( ixixxxN +++Γ+−= ςπππ
π   (15) 
see e.g. p. 212 of Ref. [2] for details. This expression can be used for 
calculation of certain sums over the imaginary part of Riemann zeroes: the 
integral ∫∞
0
)()( xdNxG , provided, of course, that it exists, is equal to the sum 
∑
>0,
)(
kt
ktG
ρ
 taken over all Riemann zeroes. In practice, this calculation is 
interesting if the function G(x) is such that the integration by parts can be 
used: ∫∫
∞
∞
∞
−=
0
0
0
)()(|)()()()( dxxNxgxNxGxdNxG ; here, evidently, 
dxxdGxg /)()( = .  
 In 1995, Volchkov proposed to use this approach to check up the 
Riemann hypothesis [6]. He took 24/1
1)(
x
xG += , hence 22 )4/1(
2)(
x
xxg +−= , 
and noted that the integral ∫∫
∞∞
−=
00
)()()()( dxxNxgxdNxG , which by construction 
is equal to the sum ∑
> +=Σ 0, 24/1
1
kt ktρ
 over Riemann zeroes, coincides with the 
real sum ∑∑ += ρρ σρ kk it
11  over these zeroes if and only if the RH holds true. 
For the latter it is well known that (p. 82 Ref. [7]) πγρρ 4ln2
11
2
1 −+=∑ . Using 
 11
this and calculating term by term the integral ∫
∞
0
)()( dxxNxg  applying (15), 
Volchkov then established that the equality  
3
)4/1(
))2/1(arg(21
0
22 −=+
+∫
∞
γςπ dtt
itt    (16) 
is equivalent to the RH. In this expression one immediately recognizes our 
equality (10) and Theorem 2a, of which Volchkov criterion is a particular 
case corresponding to b=1/2, see also [8].  
 
REMARK 3. Volchkov’s paper more or less explicitly contains a relation 
similar to (16) but actually he gave another form of his criterion. After 
obtaining (16), he considered the function ∫ +=
x
dtitxS
0
1 ))2/1(arg()( ς . In view 
of )(ln)(1 xOxS =  (p. 214 of [2]), one can integrate by parts to obtain 
∫∫
∞∞
−=+
0
1
0
)()()())2/1(arg( dx
dx
xdgxSdxxgixς . Then Volchkov introduced the 
relation ∫
∞
−+=
2/1
1 |))(|ln|)(|(ln)( σσςσς dixxS  which follows from the 
Littlewood theorem concerning the integrals of logarithm of analytical 
functions taken round the rectangular contour with the vertices 
)2/1,2/1,2/1,2/1( XiXXiX ++++  for ∞→X  and, noting that 
Constd =∫∞
2/1
|)(|ln σσς  which contributes nothing to the ∫
∞
0
11 )()( dxxgxS , 
obtained γσσςπ −=++
−∫ ∫
∞ ∞
3|)(|ln
)41(
12132
0 2/1
32
2
ditdt
t
t . This is, of course, equivalent 
to (16).  
We do not see much help in introducing the function 
∫
∞
−+=
2/1
1 |))(|ln|)(|(ln)( σσςσς dixxS  which apparently is difficult to handle, 
but would like to note that all our equalities and theorems can be modified to 
use integrals of this and similar functions instead of integrals of an argument 
of the Riemann zeta-function. As an example we give here the 
corresponding expression for our equality (6): 
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 =+++∫ ∫
∞ ∞
0 2/1
22 |)(|ln))4/1)(4/9(
( σσς ditdt
tt
t
dt
d )27ln(
4 2π
π , that is   
=+++
++∫ ∫
∞ ∞
0 2/1
2222
24
|)(|ln
)4/1()4/9(
16/92/ σσς ditdt
tt
tt )27ln(
4 2π
π   (17) 
Again, (17) is equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis. 
 
REMARK 4. Volchkov criterion can be generalized for other sums over the 
Riemann zeroes. For instance, one can take 
∑∑∑
> +−
−=−−=− 0, 22)(
)(211
kt kk
k
kk ts
s
itss ρρρ σ
σ
σρ . For this sum we know that 
)
2
(
2
1ln
2
11
1
1
)(
)('1 s
sss
s
s
ψπς
ς
ρρ +−+−+=−∑  (pp. 80-82 [2]). On the other hand, 
on RH this sum is equal to the sum ∑
> +−
−
0,
22)2/1(
)2/1(2
kt kts
s
ρ
 which can be 
calculated as an integral ∫∫
∞∞
−=
00
)()()()( dxxNxgxdNxG  with 22
2)(
xa
axG += , 
222 )(
4')(
xa
axGxg +−== ; here 2/1−= sa , 2/1≠s , N(x) is given by (15). One 
readily sees that the equality obtained in this way again will be equivalent to 
our Theorem 2 for b=1/2. 
 
REMARK 5. In the end of the section 2.2 of the present paper we have 
shown that our equality (6) is a direct consequence of our Theorem 2 from 
the previous Note [1], i.e. of the equality  
∑∫
>
∞
∞−
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+−
+−++⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
+−
−+⋅+=+
+
b kk
kk
k
itba
itba
ba
babadt
ta
itba
σ σ
σςς
π ||ln|1
)1()(|ln|))(ln(| 22 . It also 
has been demonstrated, respectively in the current and previous Notes, that 
for the particular case b=1/2 the equalities under discussion give 
correspondingly Volchkov’s criterion γσσςπ −=++
−∫ ∫
∞ ∞
3|)(|ln
)41(
12132
0 2/1
32
2
ditdt
t
t  
[6] and Balazard-Saias-Yor’s [9] criterion 0
4/1
|))2/1(ln(|
2 =+
+∫∞
∞−
dt
t
itς  equivalent 
to the Riemann hypothesis. Thus it can be said that both these criteria are 
actually one and the same criterion differently written. 
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5. Numerical results. 
To test some formulas given in this article we performed numerical 
calculations using the software packet Mathematica. More specifically, we 
used the function NIntegrate which permits as an input parameter the 
singularities of the integrand, in our case the zeroes of the zeta function. 
First we investigated the criterion given by eq. (3). We integrated over 
the variable t up to the value 1000=t , i.e. we considered the first 649 
Riemann function zeroes [10]. The numerical convergence of the integral to 
)245/18ln(
20
2ππ   is quite fast, we obtained a difference of 3.21558907 × 10-9. 
As a second example we took equation (6). Here the convergence to  
)27/ln(
4
2ππ  is of the same character, we obtained a difference of  
3.21586984  × 10-9 between the calculated and the theoretical values. A third 
calculation using equation (10) confirms that integrals of this kind behave 
numerically in the same manner. In fact, for b=1/2 the integral given by eq. 
(10) converges to )3(
2
−γπ  (of course provided the RH is true) and the 
difference is 3.21591683 × 10-9. 
Next we considered equation (10) (i.e. Theorem 2a) again but in 
another aspect. We could ask, how “good” this Theorem is, that is we may 
numerically investigate the dependence of the integral there on the 
parameter α . To do these evaluations, we rewrite equation (10) as 
( 2/10 <≤ α ): 
∫ +++−−= 0 222 ))2/1(arg())2/1((
42)( dtit
t
t αςαπ
ααγ    (18) 
Now we can verify the convergence of the r.h.s. to the Euler constant γ as a 
function of α. The results are presented in Figure 2. They are in agreement 
with the theory: the approximation becomes better approaching the right 
critical strip’s border 2/1=α  where it is known that there are no zeroes. 
The last numerical experiment involves equation (14). In this case we 
calculate the integrals until t=5000 (i.e. for the l.h.s. we take into account the 
first 4520 zeroes of the Riemann function [10]). The r.h.s. doesn’t pose any 
problem. We can calculate it with the method’s parameter “PricipalValue” 
of the function “NIntegrate”. We obtain for the l.h.s. of (10) the value 
0.3946346584 (rounded at the 10th digit) while the r.h.s. gives 
0.3946344787, hence the difference is 3.607193×10-7. 
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6. Conclusion 
 In this and our previous paper under the same title [1] we have 
established a number of criteria involving the integrals of the logarithm of 
the Riemann ς –function and equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis. Our 
results include all earlier known criteria of this kind [3, 6, 9] which are 
certain particular cases of the general approach proposed.  
Numerous other criteria of the type “ )())(ln()( bfdzzzg
ib
ib
=∫
∞+
∞−
ς  is 
equivalent to RH” can be constructed following the lines of the present 
paper and [1], viz. selecting an appropriate function  g(z) and calculating the 
value of a contour integral exploiting the generalized Littlewood theorem. 
We would like to hope that among them the criterion which can be 
practically used to prove or disprove the RH might possibly appear. 
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Figure 1. “Semi-contour” C’’’ using for investigation of the integral in 
Section 3. 
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Figure 2. The convergence of the integral in eq. (19) to Euler constant γ as a 
function of α. 
